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Q: Could you to tell us where you live please?
Annax: I live on a planet called Darias in a star system called Meissa, in the Uru An Na zone,
Orion, to take the names you like to hear.  Meissa, the star around which my beautiful  little
planet orbits, is far from troubled zones but at the border of some troublesome elements: The
Alliance of Orion. Egaroth is the race I have incarnated into on planet Darias. I do not look like
Ohorai – “Arcturian” but I have Ohorai soul nature, from the star system Nila, the star so bright
in a constellation you name it  Boötes, but this is not a name we use. Before  I go further in
explaining where I come from, where I live, you need to know basic things because there is a lot
of confusion. Basic information: constellation is a group of stars visible from Terra, in a pattern
that is only visible from one point of the universe, if you move, if you go to your nearest star,
sister system,  Alpha,  Proxima Centauri, you will see constellations different patterns because
constellation are illusion, visual perspective. So we do not use constellation, constellation is a
way of marking a space.  If  you never move from your spot,  everything around you doesn't
move, the planets will move, the satellites will move, the clouds but not stars, they will turn with
the sky but not move within it in regard to each other. “Constellation” is visual concept. So we
travel everywhere, constellation is not a notion of our use, star, yes, we calculate our journeys
and directions to the distance between stars, this will tell where we are and where we want to
go, this is another topic. Names also are confusion for you, we do not use your names, you
have named all the stars that you see from Terra with names you invented from your history,
folklore,  myths,  religions,  these  are  the  names  you  used  to  identify  them.  In  The  Galactic
Federation of  Worlds we name each star by its real name, so everyone knows what we are
talking about. Orion was Uru An Na, this is the name that has been given to Terrans that they
translated by  Orion,  this  is  the  only  unique  name that  is  real, Uru  An Na is  a  name,  that
phonetically became “Orion” on Terra.

My world Darias orbits in a system around a star called Meissa, my planet. Egaroth people look
as  I look,  Egaroth are a very old, ancient race, present at the origin when was created  The
Council of  Nine, now Council of Five but  Egaroth are still in it.  Council of  Five watches over
peace in this galaxy alongside The Federation of Worlds.Meissa is at the edge of the troubled
zone, but Darias is quiet. From Darias I can travel to trouble zone. Darias is seventh density life,
if you arrive at Darias you see only barren rocks, if you go seventh density, this is wonderful,
this is where we live, the Egaroth my people. Temporarily in my avatar -more about myself- I am
Ohorai soul, now I am as Ohoran male but in Egaroth, it is male and female as we wish, we are
both, and we decide who we want to be, and we can change for reproduction. Yes, Egaroth is
very old race, we have survived, we  Egaroth because we could adapt, many times  Egaroth
have been attacked by Uru An Na Alliance of the Gray races, Egaroth have also Gray genetics
but unique in their way.  We  look much like the Grays,  Arcturian Ohorai are more humanoid
looking, blue skin. 



The eyes of Ohorai reflect the universe, the starry galaxy, I kept these eyes in blue purple color.
To help Uru An Na I go to seventh density and I travel through the troubled zone. Next to the
Nebula there is a cluster, the center of suffering and lost minds. There I go, I connect and raise
the frequency of the place to open it to light, to open portals for Source, to flow Its light into the
Nebula cluster. The Nebula in Uru An Na, we call it the great door because it connects to other
dimensions, that is why Uru An Na Alliance chose to set their headquarters at the entrance of
the vortex, in the Nebula. I go there in the heart of all hearts of darkness because this is where
we are needed, not where light flows and shines but where light doesn't reach out.

The Uru An Na Alliance and the corporate of the Gray races built an empire, we call it the Uru
An Na Empire and there are three elements of darkness in this galaxy, I do not count those who
come from other  dimension and galaxies,  in  this  only  Uru  An Na, the  Gray races are one
empire, then the empire of the Ciakahrrs from Thuban is another one and the Altair Alliance of
humanoids is the third, and they all have agreements together. The Orion Uru An Na Alliance
Empire controls many other races they have enslaved, the Do-Hu are the most unlucky, Do-Hu
are smaller Gray, and they have been mostly completely enslaved, other races, the Asbaan who
were Lyran Ahel beautiful race, they committed the mistake to send a colony in Uru An Na zone,
they were subdued by Gray Alliance and genetically altered, it is horrible what they have done
to the Asbaan, these are examples of what they do to any vulnerable race.

Q: And how have we been lucky enough not to have suffered that fate?
Annax: Because Ciakahrr Empire owned Terra in their alliances, so Uru An Na Empire comes
and do their work with Terran not good governments, but with the authorization of Ciakahrr
Empire, who have been taking Terra for many Terran millenniums. You do not escape from Uru
An Na Empire, they also act despicably on Terra under the supervision of Ciakahrr but you
know I am not allowed to tell you, but this is nearly ending, this is all I will say.

Q: Please tell us about the Egaroth, are you married, do you have any children?
Annax: I have a partner on Daria, we have reproduced many times and two other partners also
with whom I have not yet reproduced. This is very different from the ways of Terra, we do not
have cells of what you call family. Egaroth culture is  an entity, a united community, we share
partners, and  offsprings are children of everyone. On  Darias they can call father and mother
anyone, this is community species.  

Q: What does your planet look like please?
Annax: This is a beautiful planet with mountains and forests, but not as you think. Vegetation is
very  different  from  Terra,  yes,  water  structures, web  of  rivers  and  seas,  but everything  is
different, the colors are not like on Terra. On Terra everything has its own stable color which
never  changes  but  on  Darias  colors  change  all  the  time  with  energy  fluctuations.  It  is  an
iridescent planet, iridescent  is the word to qualify the change of  colors, vegetation, imagine
trees, but there is no bark and no leaves, it is just tree. It is not easy for me to describe. We live
in open houses in dome structures mostly,  there are openings all around and very few walls,
only to fix the dome on the ground. It is a free culture. We have a private house, but we can
share it and also go in someone else's house, this is a free community. 



Egaroths have elders, a council of 12 which is amusing, 12, 24 and 7 are numbers you often
find in councils, it is a sacred number. We eat, the food is liquid energy that we create from
minerals, minerals create a liquid, special minerals on Darias. We eat this energetic liquid from
minerals mostly, but we can also recharge from the energy of universe, we have many names
for it. The  Federation of  Worlds calls it  Phryll,  this is the most powerful  nutriment available
everywhere in the omniverse, we eat that too. I wouldn't advise  feeding on this only on your
planet, you would discorporate from your avatars. You need proper food. This energy is alive,
my friends from The  Galactic  Federation of  Worlds have already many times given you the
secrets to create this energy. The dependence to fuel is everything on your planet, but your not
good governments retain this knowledge, you have it, it will come out soon, hopefully.

Q: Annax, how old are you? And compared to Arcturians?
Annax: As an Egaroth  I am in Terran years a millennium,  nearly. It is middle age time. The
Ohorai last, I will speak in Terran years, nine hundred, the oldest, Noo-Linn 400, Glaidean 700,
these are Ohorai from Meila system, we have different species, Ohorai are the highest evolved
race, Glaideans and Noo-Linn are the two other ones, less evolved.

Q: And what do you do for entertainment as Egaroth?
Annax: Music and interconnectivity through sound, music, harmony with other dimensions of
consciousness,  this  is  how  you  call  it,  we  call  it  awakening,  music  is  manipulation  of
frequencies,  we like this,  and we do it  with our mind with crystals,  we elevate frequency in
crystals,  it  produces sound regard to the shape and the nature of the crystals,  the sound is
different, and it plays colored music, it is beautiful to see, to hear and to feel, when we let the
sound come back to us, we vibrate and shift into other realms, and it is very pleasant.

Q: Do Egaroth have jobs or careers like we do here on Earth?
Annax: As Terran no,  it  is  community,  we share everything,  no one is  obliged to work  for
themselves, we have no currency but love, we share, we are one, united, we work at extracting
feed-liquids from minerals, and we share, we work at elevating the grid of galaxy for peace and
light, awakening, this is job but with compassion for others. All the other species who need to
receive connection to source. This is our job, we do not work to earn a currency like on Terra.

Q: Sounds fantastic, I really hope we can get to that point soon.
Annax: This is the purpose, I hope you will, and I foresee you will, you have great potential, this
is why so much effort is put on Terra because everyone believes in you, Terrans,  everyone,
from  The  Federation and the non-federated worlds, we believe, we are watching you,  I have
been watching you for so long, I have my heart filled with hope and trust because I watch you
and I know you will one day soon reach your goal to the your next step, which is unity. Everyone
has a particular job as we were talking about job, your job Terrans is to keep your vibration high
by filling your heart with joy, any joy you can harvest it around you from the little moments of
your short existence, this keeps your vibration high. Share love with everyone else, this is your
job, stay in this high frequency and elevate. The more you can fight, to cleanse your planet from
invaders,  The  Galactic  Federation of  Worlds is watching after this,  your  job is to  raise your
frequency. 



By raising your frequency you rise the frequency of your planet, all starts in your heart, fill your
heart with joy, love, simple thing, simplicity. You have too many objects around you that you do
not need, emotions are the same, you do not need anger but only to teach you, you do not need
fear but only to teach you, fear and anger are luggage given with the avatars to help you grow,
learn. Keep your heart focused on love, you feel this smile in your heart, not the biological heart,
the heart in your chest, your real heart, the heart of you, do you sense it, smiling, smiling so
hard that it trembles. I travel a lot between Uru An Na and Terra because I have two missions,
and now I am on Terra. I will stay for a while before returning to Uru An Na, so I will help you
elevate your heart in beauty.

Q: Many humans have vision issues and wear corrective  lenses. Are humans the only
species that seem to have this issue?
Annax: You are not  the only  species  to have decay of  vision,  this goes with  avatars,  you
already have been given the medical techniques to palliate to this, but it is again, retained, all
the species who are not evolved to this level of medical tools are enduring vision decay because
the avatars decay and this is natural process, we have given you medical tools retained, again
because not good governments working with the  Ciakahrr Empire do not want Terrans to be
healthy, they want Terrans to be sick, for control and taken from them their currency, this is
really difficult for Terrans, but you must believe that this will change progressively soon enough,
if one word must remain from what they talk is believe, believe in yourselves, whoever you are,
Terran indigenous, souls from other star systems, believe, when you feel sad, scared, doubtful
see this word believe.

Q: What would you like to tell everybody about the future that we have ahead of us?
Annax: These coming Terran years, a lot of changes are coming for you, Terrans, changes in
the structures of your governments, people will change, dark ones exposed slowly, revelations
still yet to come, that you will not expect and be happy about. You will cross difficult times, very
frightening, but your hearts will be in peace, relax because all of this that has been stirred up will
be cleansed, and you can then look ahead and smile, smile in your chest, this is what I would
say from what we have spoken about today, learn how to smile in your chest where the heart of
you is. When you smile within, everything you touch smiles with you and the frequency elevates
around you. When frequency elevates, you are out of reach from the lower being, you become
invisible for them. Believe is a word I give to you also, trust, smile in your heart and believe.

We will work together, I will help you humbly I am not more important than others, everyone is
important, everyone can change the web of the universe. The web of the universe is composed
of a multitude of threads, every thread if it vibrates in a certain note will change the harmony of
the rest of the web. So smile, be trustful and full of love and peace, all together as a community.
They will  want  to  raise you  against  each other,  this  is  their  tool  and weapon,  but you are
stronger because you have the knowledge of this. When you have the knowledge of this they
cannot play with you anymore, stop fighting with each other, everyone has a role to play and the
role of each one is a different role from the others, this is my word.


